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About This Content

Hentai MineSweeper - Endless Mode can load images from the Web for continuous game play.

Function Keys

Keyboard P: One key minesweeping

Keyboard S: Emergency avoidance (the background image turns white and you can continue to game play)

Endless Mode

You can set your favorite subreddit(s) as the source of the images and play the game all the time!!!
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Some exciting subreddits:
ecchi - "Ecchi, NSFW pictures of anime characters."

hentai - "Hentai is a genre of pornography with Anime or Manga styling."
pantsu - "For fanservicey art from manga, anime, VNs, JRPGs, etc."

MoeMorphism - "Turning the inanimate into moe."
awwnime - "For all kinds of moe art. Especially cute anime girls and boys being cute. Strictly SFW, with named sources.

Content from anime, manga, visual novels, JRPGs, Vocaloids, Touhou, etc, and original works. "

You can also combine multiple subreddits, for example:
awwnime+hentai - Combine awwnime subreddit and hentai subreddit!
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With only chapter 1 out as of now, I'm already hooked and looking forward to the next. Good characters, good writing so far,
and *fantastic* artwork and setting.. If I could leave stars, I'd give this one 10 out of 10. It perfectly captures the atmosphere it
intended, soundtrack rocks, and the controls are fluid and smooth.

It adds special nostalgia for me as I used to play titles like this with my roomates in my early years.

The hard part with a game like this, is the screenshots really don't do it justice. I loved the animation and effects throughout, and
felt it perfectly captured that old school feel while giving it a nice upgrade "in the right places". The sound and music match and
feel right to me.

Note: Still playing so will com eback and update. Pros:
Quick to get in and out of for a burst of action and loading times are negligible.
Only jump back to the default environment was when firing a rocket the first time in a session, otherwise, the game has been
running rock solid.
No MS for me, though YMMV (I'm not easily nauseated)
Dev was quick to incorporate dual-joysticks when asked

Cons:
Graphics are a bit spartan
While voice acting is of good technicality, it does come off a bit stilted

Bottom Line: Good fun for the price, but don't go in expecting Elite: Dangerous. Does what it says on the tin. Recommended..
While a fun take on an established "genre", the glitches and lack of point perfect precision leave this game overall unenjoyable.
i dont understand the reveiws on here my laptop is normaly decent for these kind of games but it runs like utter
dog\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665even on toast machine
. I really wanted to like this game I really did cause I like the gimick of using your mouse to slash through stuff or a touch screen
but the simple fact is they control scheme is very poorly thought out and due to a lack of deviation in imputs for strokes and
mouse position results in the control of your character being very clunky instead of the fluid movement it should be.

In short you'll go to jump over something and end up slashing upward and falling back down only to get hit.. A well-written
choose your own advenure that will especially appeal to anyone who enjoys the Cyberpunk genre. Very Shadowrun feel to the
story itself, sans the meta-races. However, I didn't develop the same attachment to my character or the supporting cast that I did
in Choice of Robots or Tin Star as examples. It might have been that as a reporter, my character was more of a story observer
than a story maker. I also felt like some of the plot itself was contrived and more fed to me as a reader than something that
developed through choice-based play. I consider it a decent product for its price.. The Spiral Scouts is a moderately challenging
puzzle game with a very charming Paper Mario-esque aesthetic. It is however marred by the in-game text and dialogue which
seem to have been written by a pre-adolescent child who had just discovered the existence of potty humour and profanity.
Unfortunately a fair number of the puzzles do require some reading, which puts a damper on an otherwise pleasant experience..
Why do I spent more time trying to connect a track than anything else?, I think tracks should just fall in place at a cost, this is
frustrating as there are more things to think about. and why do buildings and tracks create a hole while trying to level out. Point
is I spent more time trying to connect tracks and rails than actually seeing results . I saw others goes right on utube videos, do I
have the same version or what? I just bought mine so I should do have the latest version.. This point and click adventure is cute.
It is a little flawed but enjoyable. I would give it a 6.5\/10 and say it is worth its price for about 6 hours of light hearted
gameplay.

You should play this game if you are a point and click fan who is looking for a light hearted story with lots of object based
puzzles and amusing dialogue. The production is excellent. The visuals and voice acting are really high quality. The puzzle
design is good at first: it is logically sound and the basic interface means you won't get stuck for long.

However the puzzle quality diminishes through the game. You still are not likely to get very stuck but by the last two chapters
you'll find yourself resorting to trial and error.

You should avoid if you are expecting a difficult puzzle game or any kind of involved plot. It is a children's cartoon made into
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an adventure game and does well as that. It will keep grown ups amused with the amusing dialogue and mostly well designed
puzzles but its really best for kids.
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Similar to 'Firebird - The Unfinished', liked them both but preferred Unfinished.

Very short VR experience, very limited interaction. Couple of endings.

I'd only get these on sale if really cheap. Or if you're the Arty Farty type.. If you enjoy post apocalypse themes, then this DLC is
worth it for you! Well worth the money spent.. Pajama Sam's Sock Works - Raymond KT

Honestly any of the legendary Pajama Sam games are worth buying, installing and playing. Pamela Adlons voice acting is fluent
and excellent. Thought provoking, moving and heart touching. My life was touched as a child and I hope yours was too. Well, I
mean obviously it was that\u2019s why you\u2019re here reading my review. I honestly have no idea what to say, so im just
going to copy and paste some other reviews and say it\u2019s mine.

Pajama Sam put on his glorious red cape, and ran under his bed to find lost goods. After arriving under his bed, they were
suddenly in a river. Sam leapt onto a boat, and then a wonderful German voice greeted me. After this point, my 32-core, 50 TB
computer with 24 GTX 780 Ti's with Liquid Nitrogen cooling seemed to be having a panic. Weird sounds began to spew out,
and then... BANG. My computer exploded, caught fire, and died. It had seemed like Pajama Sam had destroyed my computer
with its sheer minimal requirements. I still know the glory of Pajama Sam today.. WOOOOOOO MAMA what a glo up boi.
This lil puttlet was uggo as all hell my dudes but guess what? You better be watchin' who you bully in middle school cos this
♥♥♥♥♥ is thicc af these days and ALLLL MINE. Come to the park where the Fire happened in september, I'll be surprising
him with a proposal!!!! Hopefully we'll be legally bonded by the end of the year! I love my sweet honey trunks soo very dearly
it'd mean alot. Still dunno about that Firebird guy...seems like a bad influence....Sendin' him off in space OBVIOUSLY on
purpose with no other words of advice then "Seatbelts!" He oughtta be ashamed of himself! Luckily my boi Putt0 made it in the
end throuh his sheer kindness alone....

Best graphics so far they get me revved up yaknowwhatimsayyin. This game is absolute s@#$. Bought it and discovered from
the get it was trash.
No Cover-stupid
Base\/unit Building-WHY on earth would you make this like Command Alliance?
Overall look- Looks like some kid game. Not impressed.
This is what happens when dumb@$$#$ try to recreate the wheel the wrong way.
All the people that give this garbage thumbs up should play WH40K 1,2, or Retribution not the side titles.. It's a sad
commentary on a game's randomizer when I can predict with over 90% accuracy what the A.I. player will roll on any given turn
(e.g. 9 out of 10 times it will roll EXACTLY a number it needs, especially when a red dragon has an opportunity to eliminate
one of your dragons. It cheats worse than the computer version of Talisman.).

I gave the physical version of this game a pass because of the abysmal packaging. I wish I'd given the computer version a pass
and bought Small World 2 instead.

ADDENDUM: Purchased today, requesting a refund tomorrow. It's a Small World after all.
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